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Abstract— Cognitive radios � CR � have the capability to dynam-
ically adapt to local spectrum availability. In a network com-
prised of CR-enabled devices, layer- � auto-configuration involves
determining a common set of channels � also referred to as the
global channel set � to facilitate communication among participating
nodes. This is a unique challenge as nodes in the CR network are
unaware of who their neighbors are, and also, the channels on
which they can communicate among themselves. In this paper,
we propose a time-efficient distributed algorithm for layer- � auto-
configuration for a CR network. Our algorithm finds the global
channel set in ���
	���
��������� timeslots, where 	 is the maximum
number of nodes deployed, � is the maximum number of available
channels for communication and � is the diameter of the network.
Assuming all nodes are aware of 	 and � , we present both
diameter-aware and diameter-unaware versions of the algorithm.
For highly sparse networks � like linear chain topology where����	������ , with 	����! and � �#"! , the diameter-
aware configuration protocol terminates within "%$'&)(+*-,/.0$ and the
diameter-unaware version terminates within ����$'&�('*-,/.0$ .

I. INTRODUCTION

With recent proliferation of wireless communication de-
vices, it is being claimed that there shall be an acute shortage
of bandwidth in near future. The veracity of this claim is
debatable. If we consider the frequency bands already assigned
for various applications (e.g. television transmission, cellular
communication, etc.) we could say that the number of available
bands is diminishing [5]. However, if we examine the usage of
the frequency spectrum at a particular place at a given time,
we find that a significant portion of the spectrum is under-
utilized ([6], [14]). For example, in several cities the television
channels in the VHF and UHF bands are unassigned.

Cognitive radio (CR) technology [11] allows wireless de-
vices to dynamically adapt based on spectrum availability in
their geographical region. The owner of a channel is referred to
as primary user and all other users of the channel as secondary
users [14]. CR technology enables secondary users to period-
ically scan and identify available channels1 in the frequency
spectrum. The secondary users are then able to communicate
in the identified available channels without interfering with the
primary user(s). This kind of communication infrastructure is
of particular relevance in defense and relief operations. Since
the usage of frequency spectrum varies widely from one region
to another [6], communication among users (soldiers in a
platoon or relief personnel in a disaster-prone area) must rely
on a dynamic channel assignment scheme.
1
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1By identifying a channel as available, it means that the secondary node

can send and receive messages on the channel.

When a secondary user (hereafter, referred to as a node in
the CR network) independently scans the spectrum usage and
maintains the set of available channels, the following layer- 2
auto-configuration issues arise:
(i) How do nodes detect their neighbors and collectively

form a communication infrastructure in the absence of
a central authority?

(ii) How do nodes decide on the set of channel(s) that can
be used for communication?

A. Motivation
Wireless communication among neighboring nodes takes

place when: (i) a node has a message to transmit, and (ii)
the source node as well as all of its neighbors participating in
the group communication are tuned to the common channel at
the same time. In general, such a communication is needed
for the exchange of: (i) vital control information such as
HELLO/Keep-Alive messages, ARP broadcasts, routing table
updates, etc. or (ii) application data, such as file transfers,
service requests and grants, etc.

In the layer- 2 auto-configuration problem in a CR network,
a common set of channels (referred to as the global channel
set, 3 , in this paper) needs to be determined. Our motivation
behind finding the set 3 is the following:4 There may be multiple groups of nodes deployed in a

geographical area, say in a military operation (there may
be many platoons, with each platoon being these groups)
or at the site of a natural disaster (firemen, paramedics,
police being three groups). It is important that each group
chooses a unique channel for communication among
themselves with few nodes acting as gateways between
groups.4 Tuning overheads are incurred when nodes have to switch
from one frequency to another. For example, tuning
speeds could be of the order of 57698 for 5;:=<�>@? step
in the frequency range 20:�<�>@? - A7B�>@? [4]. By making
nodes communicate on the globally common channel, sayCED'FHG�IKJLF

, we can avoid such tuning overheads.4 Node mobility leads to frequent changes in network
topology. For such systems, communication over

CMD'FHG�IKJ'F
provides a simple and effective solution ([12], [13]).4 Let N be the set of all nodes in the network and OQP be
the set of available channels maintained by node R . Since
the nodes can be widely distributed over a geographical
region, the fact that

CSD'FHG�IKJLFUT O PWV R T N implies thatC D'FHG�IKJLF
is available over a wide region. Hence, using a

globally common channel (such as
CWD'FHG�IKJ'F

) leads to a
fairly stable communication infrastructure.
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B. Layer- 2 auto-configuration as an intersection set determi-
nation problem
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Fig. 1. A sample network showing connectivity among CR nodes and their
set of available channels

Consider a simple network consisting of four CR nodes
as shown in Figure 1. In the figure, the set of available
channels for each node is also shown. Let OYX , O[Z , O7\ andO^] be the set of available channels at nodes 5 , 2 , A and _ ,
respectively. We assume that the set O P maintained by node R
is a sorted list of available channels at node R . The sorting
could be done according to the channel identities. Thus, from
Figure 1, we see that O=X[`�a C X;b C Z!b C \-c , OQZ=`da C Z-b C \ec ,O \ `fa C X b C \ b C ]-c and O^]g`ha C X b C \ b C ]-c . The problem
of determining which common channel(s) can be used by
a node, say 5 , to communicate with all other nodes (here
nodes 2 , A and _ ), is equivalent to finding the global channel
set 3i`�j Pk!l O P `mO9XSjnO[ZojpO^\%jnO ] . In this example,3q`ra C \ c . Note that it is preferable to find the intersection in a
fully distributed manner without the use of a central authority2.
This necessitates exchange of messages carrying information
about the set O maintained at each node. Further complexity
to the problem of computing the intersection set arises due to
the following:
(i) Nodes do not have prior knowledge about who their

neighbors are and how many nodes there are in their
neighborhood.

(ii) Nodes are unaware of the existence of a common channel
and its identity (if there is one) that can be used to
exchange the necessary messages to compute the inter-
section set.

(iii) Changes in neighborhood due to node mobility can play a
significant role in computing the intersection set. So, it is
very important that the distributed computation terminates
quickly.

C. Our contribution
As the set of available channels identified by individual

nodes differs from one node to another, computing a common
set of available channels (i.e. global channel set) for commu-
nication is a non-trivial task. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no existing work in the literature that addresses this
layer- 2 auto-configuration problem for cognitive radios.

Let s be the total number of possible nodes and < be
the total number of possible channels the nodes can operate
on. In this paper, we propose a layer- 2 auto-configuration
protocol that enables the nodes to dynamically compute the
global channel set, 3 in a distributed manner, provided all
nodes are aware of s and < . We present both diameter-aware
and diameter-unaware versions of the protocol. The diameter-
aware protocol terminates in tvu
sxwyu
<hz|{[}~} timeslots,

2This is because communication infrastructures in military and relief
operations are ad hoc in nature.

where { is the diameter of the network. For as many as _/:
nodes3 and �0: channels4, a linear chain topology with {�`sv�95 and the duration of a timeslot being 5W698 , the diameter-
aware configuration protocol terminates within ��8;�!���-���/8 . On
the other hand, the diameter-unaware version terminates within5;2W8!�!���-���/8 - a highly desirable outcome. Even when the nodes
are unaware of the value of { , the worst-case time complexity
of the algorithm still remains t�u�sxw-u�<hz�{[}'} timeslots.
This is done by employing the terminating condition of the
time-optimal leader election algorithm for general networks
proposed in [9]. If the diameter { is known, then the number
of bits exchanged per message is t[u<�} . Otherwise, the
number of bits per message is t[u
<hzg�
�)��s@} .

Key contributions of this paper are:4 The proposed configuration protocol helps CR nodes
identify all their neighbors.4 The protocol identifies the set of channels that are com-
mon to all the nodes of the group.4 The configuration protocol runs independent of the
whether the global channel set 3 is empty or not.

In summary, computing the global channel set, 3 , without any
prior neighborhood knowledge is a unique challenge that we
address in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the system model and assumptions. Section III de-
scribes the proposed distributed solution in detail followed by
the proof of correctness and complexity analysis. Section IV
discusses some special cases and analyzes the performance of
the proposed solution. Finally, section V concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Throughout this paper, we consider a mobile multi-hop
wireless network formed by a group of CR-enabled nodes.

A. Node characteristics
Every node, say R , is assigned a unique identifier, say �%�0{7P

in the range ��5��!�!��sY� , where s is an upper bound on the
total number of nodes. Since the envisioned applications are
military and relief operations where the maximum number
of soldiers in a platoon or firemen assigned for relief efforts
is known a priori, we assume that the maximum number of
nodes ( s ) is known to every node. For simplicity, we assume�%�y{�P�`dR throughout this paper. To simplify hardware and
power requirements of the equipment carried by the soldier or
relief personnel, we assume every node carries only a single
transceiver. All nodes are equipped with GPS [8] to enable
time synchronization among nodes. In military and disaster
relief operations, it has recently become a norm for personnel
to carry GPS-equipped devices ([7]).

B. Medium characteristics
We assume that the communication medium is loss-free. In

a lossy environment, the proposed auto-configuration protocol
needs to run on top of a reliable communication mechanism
which can be implemented by exchanging sequence num-
bers and acknowledgments. Let OQ�-� P�� `�a C X;b C Z��!�;� CE� c

3In an army, a platoon is a unit of thirty to forty soldiers ([3], [2]).
4In IEEE 802.11b devices operating in the 2.4 GHz band [1], there are

three non-overlapping channels (Channels � , � and �)� ) that are �����@ U¡
apart. Assuming the same distribution, a �W¢£ %¡ band may be divided into¤�¥

non-overlapping channels.
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represent the universal set of available channels that can be
potentially used by all nodes for communication. Let < be
the cardinality of the set O7�-� P�� . We assume that < is fixed
and known to all the nodes in the network a priori. The CR-
enabled devices can be pre-configured with the value of < .
For example, O �-� P�� can include a set of �0: channels around
the A - ¦7B�>@? frequency range. We assume that every channel
has a unique identity and the channel identities are known in
advance to all nodes.

C. Network operation

Layer−2 configuration §W§W§§W§W§§W§W§¨W¨W¨¨W¨W¨¨W¨W¨
Normal operation

Configuration protocol consists of two phases.
Phase 1 consists of 2 rounds.
Phase 2 consists of D−2 rounds.
Each round in phase 1 consists of M frames.
Each round in phase 2 consists of 1 frame.
Each frame consists of N timeslots.

©W©W©W©W©W©W©W©W©©W©W©W©W©W©W©W©W©ªWªWªWªWªWªWªWªWªªWªWªWªWªWªWªWªWª «W«W«W«W«W«W«W«W«W««W«W«W«W«W«W«W«W«W«¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬W¬
Time scale

T

M Frames 1 Frame

N Timeslots

1 N

2 N

2F1 F2 FM

R1 R2 RDR3 R4

1

Phase 1 Phase 2

Fig. 2. Operation cycle of the network

We envision that nodes in the CR network perform one of
the following two operations at any given instant of time: (i)
layer- 2 auto-configuration, or (ii) normal operation as shown
in Figure 2. These two operations repeat periodically every

time units and the time instant at which each operation is
invoked is known in advance to all the nodes in the network.
This is made possible by exploiting the GPS capability [8] and
by letting every node know the value of


. During the layer- 2

auto-configuration, nodes learn about other participating nodes
in the network and also determine the global channel set,3 . In the normal mode of operation, the nodes may behave
similar to the nodes in any other multi-hop wireless network,
like MANET [15] or mesh network [10]. So, they may be
exchanging data related to file transfers, service requests and
even control information like route discovery and maintenance,
IP configuration, etc. It is necessary to periodically invoke
the layer- 2 auto-configuration protocol to account for varying
global channel set, 3 , due to the changes in network topology
and/or channel availability set maintained by individually
nodes (see Section IV-C for more details).

III. LAYER- 2 AUTO-CONFIGURATION PROTOCOL

During layer- 2 auto-configuration process, time division
multiple access (TDMA) scheme is used for communication
among nodes. Time is split into equal intervals referred to as
frames as shown in Figure 2. Each frame is further divided
into s timeslots, each of equal length. The slot assignment
for a node, say R , is done in advance according to its �%�y{ P .
Since �U�0{�P®`¯R , node R gets to transmit during the R
°
± slot in
each frame (see Figure 2) and all other nodes are in receive
mode. This ensures that every node in the network gets one
chance to transmit without collisions during each frame.

A. Data structures

Following data structures are maintained at every node R :
�%�y{�P Identity of the node RO P Sorted list of identities of available channels at node Rs@²�³�P Set containing one-hop neighbors of node R´ C P Preferred channel for node R3 Global channel setµ Current round number

Availability set, O7P could be populated by every node R as a
bootstrap process prior to the initiation of the configuration
protocol. A node ¶ can be a one-hop neighbor of node R
if both are within communication range of each other andO^P·jQO%¸=¹`�º . A preferred channel for node R is a channel on
which transmissions by the node can be heard by all of its one-
hop neighbors. If there are multiple such common channels,
any one of them can be selected as a preferred channel. The
concept of a round is defined to monitor the progress of the
configuration protocol, like any other synchronous distributed
algorithm [9]. Initially, �U�0{ P `»R , s@²�³ P `¼º , ´ C P `s��%½¾½ , 3q`¿O^P and µ `�: .
B. Diameter-aware auto-configuration

Let us first assume that all the nodes are aware of the
diameter of the network, { . Then the following algorithm
determines the global channel set. The algorithm consists of
two phases (see Figure 2).

{C1, C2, C3}

{C1, C2, C3}

{C1, C2, C3} {C2, C3}

{C2, C3}

{C1, C3, C4}

{C1, C3, C4}

{C1, C3, C4} {C1, C3, C4}

{C1, C3, C4}

{C1, C3, C4}

Frame 1

Frame 2

Frame 3

Frame 4

Timeslot 1 Timeslot 2 Timeslot 3 Timeslot 4

Fig. 3. Transmissions during the first � frames of the first phase

1) First phase: At the end of the first phase, each node R
determines its preferred channel u ´ C P
} for transmission and
sends

´ C P to all of its neighboring nodes. The first phase
consists of two rounds and each round consists of < frames
( À X b+À Z �!�;��À � ) as shown in Figure 2. During frame À�¸9uK5ÂÁ¶ÃÁÄ<�} , every node R with

C ¸ T O^P tunes its transceiver to
channel

C ¸ .
In the first round, every node R transmits the contents of its

set 3 on channel
C ¸ T O^P during RÅ°
± timeslot of frame ÀÆ¸ .

This corresponds to u'u�¶��¿5!}EÇ@siz�R
} °
± timeslot. During the
remaining time slots in this frame, node R is in the receive
mode. If

C ¸ÉÈT O^P , then node R remains silent during theRÅ°
± slot of frame ÀÆ¸ . Consider the sample network shown in
Figure 1. Here, node 2 transmits the set 3q`¿OÊZW`ra C Z-b C \-c
during uKu2��|5!}WÇ9_ozv2y}®`¯Ëe°
± and uKu�A��|5!}EÇÃ_oz�20}¾`�5;:e°
±
timeslot. During slots 2Ì` uK5E�Í5!}9Ç¯_Îzx2 , and 5�_Ï`uÐ_U�Í5!}oÇn_ÂzÑ2 , node 2 remains silent since

C X and
C ] do

not belong to O Z . Figure 3 shows the transmissions of nodes5��!�;�_ during the first round. After the first round, each node R
knows the identities of all its one-hop neighbors (maintained
locally in set s@²�³ P ) and their respective availability sets.
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Node R updates the set 3 as follows: 3Î`Ñ3Yj@uj ¸ek-ÒÔÓ£Õ×Ö
ØÔ¸ } .
It also increments µ by one.

Node R can select one of the channels in the updated set3 as its preferred channel (
´ C P ) for transmission. When

node R transmits on its preferred channel during R
°± timeslot,
its transmission can be received by all of its one-hop neighbors
if all nodes ¶ T s@²�³�P tune to

´ C P during RÅ°
± timeslot. For
example, updated set 3 for node 5 is 3gj�uj�¸-k-ÒÔÓ£Õ×Ù Ø ¸-}^`a C \-c , where s@²�³�XU`Úa-2�b'A�b~_�c . So, when node 5 transmits
on the channel

C \ during the first timeslot, its transmission
can be heard by all of its one-hop neighbors if they tune toC \ . After the first round, only node R knows about its preferred
channel. Before node R begins to transmit only on

´ C P , it has
to inform its neighbors about its selection. The second round
of the algorithm is used to let the neighbors of node R know
about its preferred channel.

{C2, C3}

{C2, C3}

{C3}

{C1, C3}

{C1, C3}

{C1, C3}

{C1, C3}

{C3}

{C3}

{C1, C3} {C1, C3}

Frame 2

Frame 3

Frame 1

Frame 4

Timeslot 1 Timeslot 2 Timeslot 3 Timeslot 4

Fig. 4. Transmissions during the second � frames of the first phase

During the second round, nodes exchange the updated set3 . As before, every node R transmits 3 on channel
C ¸ T O P

during RÅ°
± timeslot of frame ÀÛ¸ . Once again, consider the
sample network shown in Figure 1. After the first round, the
updated set 3 at nodes 5¾�;�!�_ are a C \-c , a C Z-b C \-c , a C X;b C \!c
and a C X b C \ c , respectively. Transmission by nodes 5¾�;�!�_
during the second round are shown in Figure 4. Nodes can
learn about the preferred channel of all its one-hop neighbors
if we assume that every node R selects the smallest channel in
the set it transmits during the second round. Once again, at
the end of the second round, each node R updates the set 3 as
described before and increments µ by one. Now, the updated
set 3 after the second round at nodes 5��!�;�_ are a C \ c , a C \ c ,a C \ c and a C \ c , respectively. Note that this updated set now
gives the set of channels that are common to a node and all
other nodes that are within its 2 -hop distance.

2) Second phase: The second phase of the algorithm con-
sists of {��^2 frames with each frame divided into s timeslots
(see Figure 2). Each node R now transmits only on its preferred
channel,

´ C P , (that was agreed upon during the first phase)
during its pre-assigned timeslot. This effectively reduces the
number of timeslots, and in turn, reduces the time complexity
of the algorithm. As in the first phase, each node R continues
to transmit its updated set 3 . At the end of Ü�°± frame (i.e. Ü/°±
round) of the second phase of the algorithm, each node R is
aware of the set of channels that are common to node R and all
other nodes that are within u
Ü�z�20} hops from node R . Thus,
for Ü^`¯{��92 , every node R is aware of the global channel set
and the algorithm terminates. In the sample network shown in
Figure 1, {Ú`�2 . Hence, nodes 5��!�;�_ learn about the global
channel set 3 at the end of the first phase and do not run the
second phase of the algorithm (see Figure 4).

Upon termination, the proposed auto-configuration protocol
provides the following:

4 All the nodes are able to identify their one-hop neighbors.4 Every node R learns the set of channels that is common
to itself and all nodes within Ü -hop distance from node R ,
for each 5�ÁÌÜ¯ÁÌ{ . This information is very useful
when 3m`Ýº to support some kind of communication
infrastructure (see Section IV-A).4 It identifies the global channel set 3 , and hence, enables
the normal operation (that follows the auto-configuration
process) to take place on one of the channels in the set3 (if non-empty).

Once the auto-configuration process is completed, any other
communication mechanism (like scheduling, contention or
reservation-based scheme) can be used during the normal
operation of the nodes.

C. Diameter-unaware auto-configuration
Consider the case where all the nodes are not aware of the

diameter of the network, { . Note that even though the notion
that the nodes have the set 3 in { rounds is still valid (see
proof of correctness in Section III-D), the nodes lack sufficient
local knowledge to determine that { rounds have completed
and the auto-configuration protocol may be terminated.

Peleg proposed a distributed time-optimal leader election
algorithm that runs in tÊu
{[} time even when the nodes in the
general network lack the knowledge of { [9]. We propose
to run Peleg’s algorithm in parallel with our layer- 2 auto-
configuration protocol to determine the terminating condition
in a diameter unaware scenario. Before proceeding further,
recall that the term round signifies the duration it takes for
every node in the network to communicate with all of its
neighbors. Peleg’s algorithm runs for at least Þ \'ßZ z�2eà rounds.
Since the set 3 is available in { rounds and each node
only performs a set intersection operation at the end of every
round, further rounds of same procedure will not change 3 .
Thus, running Peleg’s algorithm in parallel with the auto-
configuration protocol will not affect its correctness as far
as determining the set 3 is concerned.

To run Peleg’s algorithm in parallel with the configuration
protocol, every node R includes the following two additional
pieces of information along with the set 3 : (i) estimate of the
leader (highest �U�0{ value seen so far), say �%�y{^á , and (ii)
estimate of longest distance (in number of hops), say � , from
node â to any node in the network. This information is updated
every round. A potential leader node, say ¶ , receives increasing
values of � at the end of every second round. Upon receiving
three consecutive identical values of � , node ¶ concludes that it
is the leader in the network and it has implicitly communicated
with all nodes in the network. It then broadcasts a signal for
other nodes to terminate. For more details on this algorithm,
readers are referred to the research note in [9].

D. Proof of correctness
Let 3�P�ã be the set of channels that are common to node R

and all the other nodes that are within Ü -hop distance from
node R . By definition, the global channel set 3g`Ñ3�P ß .
Theorem: Consider an arbitrary node R in the network. At the
end of { rounds, where { is the diameter of the network,
node R is aware of 3äP ß .
Proof u by induction } :
Basis step u
6å`æ5!} : Consider a node â that is a neighbor of
node R . Let

C ã T O P jgO á . During Ü/°
± frame, node R is
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in receive mode on
C ã except on the RÅ°
± timeslot (when it

transmits). As a result, node R will hear â ’s transmission onC ã in the â�°± timeslot of Ü/°± frame. Similarly, node R will
hear from all its neighbors with

C ã in their availability set
during the Ü °± frame (of s timeslots). As < is the maximum
number of channels in O �-� P�� , by the end of s@< timeslots,
node R would have heard from all its neighbors. Thus, at the
end of the first round, node R is aware of 3�P X .
Induction Hypothesis: Assume the result is true for some 6 T
Z çWè�5Mé¿6xéÍ{ , i.e. at the end of 6 °
± round, node R is aware
of 3�P�ê .
Inductive Step: Consider the u
6ëzæ5!}+ì�° round. Node R hears
from all its neighbors during this round. By inductive hypoth-
esis, for any arbitrary node â that is a neighbor of R , R receives3 á;ê during the u6�z�5;}~ìí° round. Consider a node ¶ that is 6 -
hops away from node â and greater than 6 -hops away from
node R . The set 3äá;ê includes the information about the set OÂ¸ .
The node ¶ can now be at most 6@z=5 hops away from R . At the
end of u6æzÑ5;}~ì�° round, R will be aware of OÂ¸ through 3�á!ê .
This is true for any arbitrary node ¶ that is in the u
6�zÎ5!} -hop
neighborhood of node R . Thus, 3 PîHê ç XKï is available at the end
of u
6ðzÍ5!} rounds.

Hence, at the end of { rounds, node R has 3 P ß , which is
same as the global channel set 3 . ñ

E. Complexity analysis

The diameter-aware auto-configuration protocol requires {
rounds for completion. The first two rounds require a total
of 20<�s timeslots and remaining u
{��æ20} rounds requireu
{n�%20}!wHs timeslots. Thus, the time complexity of the protocol
is u
20<hz¯u
{ð�g20}K}�w�s timeslots. As each node transmits
information related only to its channel set, the number of bits
carried per payload is t[u
<�} .

For sÝ`æ_/: , <ò`Ú�y: , a linear chain topology with {�`u
sÑ�Y5!} and timeslot duration of 5W698 [4], the diameter-aware
protocol terminates within �Ã8!�;�)�-���ó8 . Note that the timeslot
duration of 5�698 includes the time required for changing
channel frequency, preamble required to establish message bit
synchronization, and guard bands for synchronization error
and propagation time5.

Peleg’s time-optimal leader election algorithm terminates
in A0��z¯2 rounds, where ��ÁÉ{hÁÉ20� . In worst case, �g`{ . Thus, our diameter-unaware auto-configuration protocol
requires 20<�s timeslots (for the first two rounds) and Ay{[s
timeslots for termination detection. Thus, the time complexity
of the diameter-unaware protocol is u
2y<ôz�A0{[}õw�s timeslots.
This protocol requires every node to transmit channel set,
estimate of highest UID node and the estimate of longest
distance from the highest UID node to any other node in the
network. Thus, it requires t[u<özr�
�)�÷sn} bits per message
payload. Once again, for sd`¯_/: , <�`��0: , {Ú`�sm�|5 and
timeslot duration of say 5�6=8 , the diameter-unaware protocol
terminates within 5;2[8!�!���-���/8 .

IV. DISCUSSION

In this section, we introduce some special cases and discuss
how the proposed configuration protocol behaves under such
circumstances.
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Fig. 5. Illustrating algorithm execution when set ø is empty

A. Comments on empty global channel set

In the sample network shown in Figure 1, the global channel
set, 3 , was non-empty. In that example, the following two
conditions were true at each node R :

u�O^PÆj[OU¸ù}Â¹`�ºõb V ¶ T s@²�³�P (1)
O P j�uj ¸-k-ÒEÓ�Õ×Ö O ¸ }Â¹`�º (2)

Condition uK5;} formally defines s@²�³%P as stated in Section III-
A. It implies that node R has at least one common channel with
each neighbor. Condition u
2y} implies that node R has at least
one common channel with all its neighbors. Note that u20}×úuK5!} , but the converse need not be true and this would lead to
an empty global channel set as illustrated in Figure 5. Here,O^]�jEO \ `�a C \ c and O7]÷jSOQûW`ra C û!c , but O7]�j�u�O \ jÊOQû;}¾`º . As shown in Figure 5, each node correctly determines the
set 3 to be empty after {Ú`¯¦ rounds. If the set 3 is empty,
nodes can always revert back to the last non-empty set 3 that
was recorded at the end of a round. This can be done by
having nodes maintain an additional data structure such as 3£Püã
defined in section III-D. In this example, 3�X'Xý`ra C X;b C Z-b C \-c ,3 XKZ `�a C X b C \ c , 3 X�\ `�a C \ c and 3 X ]@`�º . Thus, node 5
can deduce that channel

C \ is common to itself and all other
nodes that are three hops away. Similarly, 3®þ)X^`�a C û b C þ!c ,3 þ'Z `#a C û!c and 3 þ~\ `hº . Thus, node Ë can deduce that
channel

C û is common to itself and all other nodes that are
two hops away. The nodes 5 , 2 , A and _ can form a cluster and
communicate among themselves using channel

C \ . Similarly,
nodes _ , ¦ and Ë can form another cluster and communicate
using channel

C û . For inter-cluster communication, node _ can
act as a gateway node, as node _ can communicate with nodes
in either cluster.

5Details on computation of timeslot duration were obtained from personal
communication with Jeff Barton, Rockwell Collins Inc.
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B. Comments on auto-configuration overheads
In Section II-C, we mention that the layer- 2 auto-

configuration operation and normal operation are repeated
periodically every


time units. Alternating between layer-2 auto-configuration and normal operation require the normal

operation to be stalled every


time units. This may disrupt
ongoing higher layer communication (for example, TCP con-
nections), which may be a high penalty to pay, especially for
networks with low mobility. So, instead of alternating between
these two modes of operation, it would be better to interleave
the auto-configuration rounds between the normal operation so
that configuration process is continuously ongoing. For this,4 The normal operation may also need to have a slotted

and framed structure. This is to ensure that the context
switching (which is more frequent here) may be done
in a manner that is independent of the communication
protocol used for normal operation.4 Traffic-bearing slots during normal operation may be
longer than the timeslot duration of the proposed auto-
configuration protocol. One could possibly pack several
configuration slots into “borrowed” traffic slots.

C. Comments on changes to the global channel set, 3
Some of the factors that affect the integrity of the global

channel set 3 computed by the proposed layer- 2 auto-
configuration protocol are:4 Nodes may not turn on their radios at the same time,

and hence, may invoke the auto-configuration protocol at
different times.4 Network topology changes. New nodes in the network
could arrive or the existing nodes from the network could
depart at any time. Thus, it is possible that a single
network could get partitioned and one or more such
partitions could merge later to form a single network.4 Changes to channel availability set maintained by indi-
vidual nodes (possibly due to arrival of the primary user
of the globally common channel,

CWD+FHGíIKJ'F
) will also trigger

re-computation of the global channel set.
To address changes to the set 3 due to all the above

factors, we claim that the auto-configuration protocol has to
be re-invoked. If the availability set of a newly arrived node
decreases the cardinality of the set 3 by at least one, then
we term it as a contributing node. Suppose a run of the auto-
configuration protocol resulted in the selection of

C D'FHG�IKJ'F
for

communication among existing nodes. When a contributing
node (say ¶ ) arrives, it would not be able to communicate
with the existing nodes in the network if

C D'FHG�IKJ'F ÈT O%¸ . Thus,
nodes in the neighborhood of ¶ would remain unaware of ¶ ’s
arrival. Due to this lack of knowledge, they would have to
scan through all the < channels in O �-� P�� . Also, the total
number of new nodes joining the network is not known a
priori. Thus, a time-slotted mechanism would be required,
whereby each node transmits in its pre-assigned timeslot.
A total of sn< slots would be required to detect a newly
arrived node and learn about its availability set. After this,t[u
{[} rounds would be required to propagate this information
throughout the network. This is equivalent to re-invoking the
auto-configuration protocol. Thus, in order to handle changes
to globally common channel

CWD'FHG�IKJ'F
and/or the set 3 , every

node in the network re-invokes the layer- 2 auto-configuration
protocol every


time units (see Figure 2), where


is much

larger than the time it requires for the auto-configuration
protocol to terminate, say

 `d2y:�Ç time taken by the auto-
configuration protocol.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed the layer- 2 auto-configuration
problem in a CR network and presented distributed algo-
rithm for finding a global channel set wherein nodes have
no prior knowledge of their neighborhood. Our algorithm
consists of two phases. In the first phase, every node learns its
neighborhood information and selects a preferred channel for
transmission. In the second phase, nodes exchange messages
on the chosen preferred channel to compute the global channel
set. We showed that all nodes in the network determine the
global channel set in t[us�wu
<ðz^{[}~} timeslots. For reasonable
network deployment scenarios, the time taken is of the order
of tens of seconds. The proposed solution also provides every
node the set of channels that are common to itself and
all other nodes that are Ü -hops away. This information is
particularly useful when the global channel set is empty to
facilitate a communication infrastructure among clusters of
nodes connected through gateways.
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